
Spring Canyon SCC Minutes
February 8, 2023

1. Welcome
In attendance: Pam Turley, Alison Hansen, Tabitha Pacheco,

Rachel Anderson, BJ Wright, Curtis Kent, Brittany Lundell, Mathew
Bradley (Via Zoom)

2. Review and Approval of January Minutes
- BJ reviewed the min in January.
- Josh and Curtis expressed concerns about making sure we work

on the budget sooner. (Replacing the chrome books soon
enough) He asked that we add this to the January Minutes.

- Tabitha Pacheco approved the min and Rachel Anderson
seconded the motion.

3. Digital coaching- Pam Turley (Mandy Young Filled in for Pam
Turley)

- Many addressed why we have the need for digital
citizenship and why we need to give them good skills.

- The district has broken this down into 6 categories.
- Digital citizenship is more than just cyberbullying.
- The principals are able to give a stipend to teachers that

are willing to take a course on their own time about digital
citizenship.

- The class teaches teachers how to build digital citizenship
into their daily lesson plans.

- BJ asked how we as teachers can help students stay
focused on when we can and can't use chrome books
appropriately.

- PDF friendly is the name of a good extension to use to help
with this.



- Alison talked about a feature and an experience that we
are having right now with digital citizenship.

- On the topic of this story Alison shared she asked what our
thoughts about this were and BJ said that as a teacher it's
tough because students message each other during class
when they should be working. It's good because students
and parents can reach out to teachers with questions but
you can't see what other students are talking about and
sharing with each other.

- Tabitha brought up the point of leaving the chat option on
and just teaching our kids that if there is something on
there that you don't want to be a part of then you can leave
the chat or let a teacher know.

- This chat feature is similar to email.
- BJ likes good citizenship to his grading of “citizenship” in

his class. (So if he catches students off task on the
chromebook then he teaches them and then takes points of
of their citizenship grade.

4. Report from counselors
- We excused our counselors for today.

5. Panorama survey results- Alison
- Curtis asked if we have a survey that we send out to

teachers asking them these questions about their students.
- The zen den has been a big help to help pull some

students out of their bad moods.
- Tabitha brought up the fact that it's cool that 100% of our

teachers feel like what they do matters and that that speaks
very highly of our school.

6. Trustlands Funds continued- Alison



- The amount of money for next year is $150,555.00
- We will put our finial stamp of approval will be next month
- It’s projected that we will increase our per pupil amount

because we will grow in student numbers
- We are hoping that we will get some one time electronic

money to replace 25% of our chromebooks starting next
year and 25% each year after that. (This would be about
$9,000.00)

- Next year we could lose an aide out of SCC money.
- Everyone in attendance was ok with this budget and will

wait to approve it next month.

7. Other

8. Important Dates:
- The 2nd superintendent meeting is at MMHS March 15th at 4:00-

Everyone again is invited to attend but Matt…. You get the honor
of going!

- Next SCC Meeting 03/08/23 4:00 in conference room


